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About This Game

Wild Guns Reloaded is a fast-paced arcade-style shooter, mixing the Wild West with steampunk. Play as Clint, Annie, Doris, or
Bullet the dog with his sentry drone. Grab some friends and play together for some four player action! Each character can jump,

dive, and roll to get out of the way of the barrage of bullets enemies let fly – or shoot them down with their own gun!

•Two new characters, each with their own weapons and tactics!
•Up to 4 players and Online Rankings!

•Classic and NEW Stages!
•NEW Boss Enemies and Special Weapons!
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this game is still in early access so i dont really know what is the story is all about when i first started this game and saw how npc
are dressing and saw the building and saw the world map i thought this is the rpg maker version for mount and blade it even
have an icy terrain and desert terrain same like mount and blade but its not but still its very nice i like the medieval setting
battles are nice when you lvl up you get skill points to spend on a big list of passive skill or technique or learn magic spells you
can mix the skills you learn to make your own unique cass for you or your party members the developer said we will have a base
like disgrace game where we can upgrade it cool another game like suikoden i highly recommend this game its very nice and
very relexing. For better or worse, I'm kind of inherently suspicious of cheaply priced games - I tend to think they might be
really buggy, very short, or have exceedingly shallow gameplay. Basically if you're anything like me, you're wondering what's
the catch for this $2 game?

There is none. It's a lot of fun - I've played it for an hour so far, and will probably put in at least a couple more. I haven't had fun
like this since playing House of the Dead at the arcade. Sadly I assume this game is priced aggressively low because the devs had
a hard time making it stand out among the many indies on Steam. To me, Mad Bullets is probably about a $7 value at least (if
not more).

But as it stands, the game costs a couple of bucks. That's less than what you would spend on a coffee at Starbucks, so why not
just buy it already? :). I bought this game because I like GM:S games, because I use it myself.
Also the youtuber makes nice tutorials on youtube, so I gave this one a hit.

I requested a refund after 4 minutes.
... and played this game for one other minute just for this review... ( TRUE STORY XD )

It has no azerty support, so I had to do Shift+Alt just for this game.
I had no idea what was going on, because it fires from itself and only left and right.

I feel really sorry for the devs, but I rather spend my 2.99 euro's on something else.

If they ever want to fix it, I could buy it again... but I don't promise :(. A lot of imagination in this game, lots of differnent
characters and it's well balanced. The translation and lack of description can be quite charming but also frustrating. Along with
the fact that some of the bosses are nowhere near save points means playing the same part over a few times. Other than that it's
well worth the pocket money price tag.. Great motorbike game with a preference for the Motocross mode. Gaphics are average
but fun is there and that 's the most important. I was looking for an arcade racing game and I do not regret it.. A lot of people
call this a rip-off of Legend of Grimrock or others of that ilk. Honestly, all these grid-based dungeon crawlers are kind of the
same to me, so playing this doesn't really feel like a ripoff to me. They are all pretty similar.

However, in the genre of grid-based dungeon crawlers, i gotta say this is probably one of the worst, if not the worst. For two big
reasons; first off, the "no retreat" mechanic. If an enemy is adjacent to you, and you move away, you take a huge damage hit (in
the beginning of the game, a devastatingly huge damage hit) if you move. This takes a prime mechanic out of the game; you
can't really move around and avoid getting hit or as a ranged attack strategy.
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Some of the levels have enough interior space that you can 'kite' enemies and use the arrows to whittle them down a bit (there's
also a "bug" where if you get far enough away from an enemy, they'll stop chasing you but you can still hit them), but for the
most part you're going to go toe-to-toe with everything and not be able to move.

This makes the game into some kind of attack-button simon. You just click the different attacks on your 4 heros as they light
up. There's really nothing else to it, no real strategy or anything. You can't even arrange your team in any particular way;
everyone has an equal chance of getting hit by everything.

If I were to play this game again, I'd probably make my team all paladins or all archers. The mage was kind of underpowered
and useless, and easily smooshed given there's no way to protect them.

But i'm not going to play it again :)

Its actually not that hard. I played in easy, which I highly recommend because health potions are few and far between and most
combat is toe-to-toe with no ability to manuver or escape. I managed to beat this game in just under 10 hours.

Overall, if you like this genre of games, and this game is on sale, its worth your money. But this game brings nothing new or
exciting to the genre, and in fact takes out an element that every other game has for no real reason (I guess other than the
developers didn't want to implement ranged attacks for the enemies). I guess that's a tentive recommendation? For what its
worth, I had fun, even if it was kind of medocre overall, so I guess that counts as a recommendation.. WOW!!! This is amazing!
great singleplayer campaign on ww1 in the 1960s. its like play wolfenstein 2014 but game was make in 2002! So many weapons
and open levels! most non-linear. Multiplayer was so epic. Sniper wars across a big map felt like it was fallout 3 but
mutliplayer!!! A must have. I hope they have servers up the tend to appear and dissappear. someone should really make a
dedicated permant server. Many thanx if someone could Multiplayer was amzing!!! :D. Probably got game of the year like 24.5
years in a row or something. Ku:SOTM is a point and click action and puzzle game in which you control Ku, a 12 year old
troublesome boy who is sent on a quest to retrieve a ring of power to keep your village sustained with energy. Filled with
puzzles, combat and set in a unique world it's surely a winning recipe, right?

When you first emerge from the tunnels you are greeted with a colourful, friendly village full of interactive characters (make
sure you speak to them all and you will be rewarded with an achievement). Speaking to them provides you with information
about the main protagonist Ku who is an unruly youth constantly getting himself into trouble. Your first mission is to head out to
find the leader of the village. Once you speak with him about the ring that went missing, he explains that it is the main energy
source for the village and without it they are doomed. That is where your quest begins, you are ordered to head into the
wilderness and hunt down a replacement ring from the North.

As you travel through the lands you are pitted against a variety of enemies and puzzles that block your path. You must hack and
slash your way through your foes and chain together combos in order to do more damage and finish them off quicker.

The combat system actually turned out to be a lot of fun as it involved quickly stunning enemies, getting as many hits in as
possible and then diving back out before you get hit. This can lead to some very tense albeit short battles that involve you having
to be brave and tactical. The Combat Arena takes the combat to the next level pitting you against constant hordes of enemies to
win score based on the number of enemies you defeat and rounds you clear. There are 4 levels to be played within the Combat
Arena, each of which gets progressively more difficult. There is a leaderboard function on the game also, for you to compare
your standing in the world however it was not working at the time of writing.

As I mentioned the game does not revolve entirely around the combat, there are in fact puzzles to solve in order to progress
through the game. Although incredibly simple to solve they do offer a well needed variety to the game. They usually involved
dragging an item with your mouse, or hitting certain posts to open a door, nothing too challenging but fun all the same.

The whole game is controlled by only the mouse which in fairness was all the game needed. You left click to move and attack,
right click to roll/dodge and hit the middle button to fire your stun laser. Unfortunately the controls do feel clunky at times,
especially when you are in the middle of combat and you really need to react quickly!

Musically the game felt very vacant and desolate. The music that was playing in the background was generally quiet and didn't
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really create much of an atmosphere. A large portion of the time I found myself concentrating more on the sounds of my own
footsteps than the music itself. The only real exception to this is when you are in the village and you stand near someone playing
an instrument.

Artistically is where the game really shows it's true potential. The artwork in this game is brilliant with some very interesting
character designs, however the graphics really don't do them justice. Its a shame really as the game shows some true artistic
potential which really hasn't been utilised.

Overall I think the game had a lot of potential but unfortunately it wasn't able to capitalise on it's strengths. The price at time of
writing is £3.99 on Steam which isn't too steep but it could do with being longer. Taking only around 2 hours complete you
barely feel as though the game has begun when the end credits begin to roll.

5/10 - Fun to play while it lasted but could do with polishing.. Someone took 300 dollars because I didn't shave his beard
properly.

10/10
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Great conclusion to the trilogy albeit a bit short. Maybe I just learnt to read really fast after waiting for this to come out.. perfect
for professional artists, graphic designers, and game designers. very detailed UI and extremely user-friendly to the advanced
tools. would use this to sketch commissions again!. Have a very bad fps drop.. Surprisingly bad. I ran it for cards, played it a
little just for curiousity. My curiousity ran out in under 2 minutes. Eventually the game crashed after the 2nd card dropped so I
left the crash window open until I got the last card.

Developer: you want me to send you the crash files?. Best game ever, it passes your time if you are bored. Best free game on
Steam by far.. It Lurks Below is a great action game with some light RPG elements and a few building features.

I say light, because the choices are straightforward and very clear what benefit they will provide. If you increase the level of a
skill it gets better. If you gain more attack power you hit harder. That being said, just like every game that has these features you
will be able to find combinations of items that work better that others.

One skill pulls in all the enemies of the room? Cleaving attacks are the best bet.
Need to shoot around corners? Use your reflective wand, or arcing.

The game can be punishing to newer players. If you don't know how to manage your farms, or you spend too much time before
gathering more ressources you may end up starving to death. Thankfully the different difficulty modes help provide a better
experience if you don't want to deal with certain aspects of survival.

Descent is a great alternative, but you wouldn't be able to heal while you sleep. Passive recovery, potions and regenerative
affixes are more necessary. You will also be missing the buffs that certain food combinations have provided.

Creative has all the benefits of survival, without the hunger and fatigue.

If potential time investment is important to you then consider the following.
It only takes 4h to reach the bottom of normal difficulty, but that is not the end. Each new difficulty adds new attack patterns
and monsters to the areas and bosses. It keeps it fresh and challenging.

The crystal system adds an addictive loop to your gear upgrades. The hard choices come when you have a fantastic unique
crystal, but also want a higher tier armor. What will you sacrifice?

Rings need some love. Personally there are only a few that are interesting to me.

At the time I am writing this review I have 170+ hours in the game and see myself playing for even longer. If you only want to
go through everything once it is maybe 20-30 hours to get through all of the difficulties on a single character.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7m05WnqmCnE. i dont know why the ♥♥♥♥ i paid for it. Remember the House of Blue
Leaves in "Kill Bill"? These guys do, too.

Rating: 8 out of 10, this short and sweet arcade hack-n-slash is a joy to witness, with snappy controls, gratifying combat, a
unique cyberpunk aesthetic, and an excellent dynamic soundtrack. However, while it seems unfair to wish for more content
given the cheap price-point, one can dream of lots more items, multiple arenas, crazier enemy units, or maybe even unlockable
characters. Keep in mind, the challenges and requisite items are incredibly satisfying to unlock now, but more is always
appreciated.

I'd be very curious to see how this game plays out, and if more content is on the way. However, in this player's opinion, the
game is well worth the price as is.. Clans is a fantasy action/adventure game in which you assume the role of one of four
champions selected by your Clan to restore peace and order to the world. Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and
locate the lost Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out the Demon's hateful minions, solving the
mysteries of the fortress, and moving ever closer to your final encounter with the Demon.
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